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Is your Linux Healthy ?

Definition of health:
Health is the level of functional or metabolic efficiency of a living being.
In humans, it is the general condition of a person’s mind, body and spirit,
usually meaning to be free from illness, injury or pain.
source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
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How Healthy is Your System ?

Health checks help you to maintain and increase health of your Linux
instances

Health checks provide you with expert knowledge
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Health Check

What is a health check?

How does it work?

Can you show me an example?

What is this new health care package for Linux instances?

Why do your Linux instances need health care?

How can you manage health?
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Linux HealthChecker

Check system configuration and status against best practices

Find potential problems before they cause an outage or affect
performance

Identify settings that can be optimized

Report findings through exception messages

Examples
Configuration errors
Deviations from best-practices
Available hardware that is not exploited
Single point-of-failures
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How Can I Get it ?

http://lnxhc.sourceforge.net
Prebuild RPM packages
Source files
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How Does the Program Work ?

information
system

analyze generate output

Health Check
output

collect

Health Check

User
control

Collect system information

Analyze collected sysinfo data

Generate output
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Example

Detect channel pathes which are not available# lsssDevie Subhan. DevType CU Type Use PIM PAM POM CHPIDs----------------------------------------------------------------------0.0.4 d64 0.0.0003 3390/0 3990/ e9 yes 0 0 ff 34400000 000000000.0.4 f2a 0.0.0016 3390/0 3990/ e9 yes ff 0 ff 3440494b 50515253Devie 0.0.4 f2a has CHPIDs whih are installed but not available.
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What is Health Care for Linux Instances ?

Health care for Linux instances means
Collect data for health checks
Run health checks to analyze the health data of Linux instances
Inform the user about the result

Use the Linux Health Checker to manage these tasks
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What is Health Care for Linux Instances ?

Make Linux expert knowledge available to a wider audience
Provide detailed messages
Allow users to make informed decisions

Prevent problems
Outages
Performance degradation

Extend health care across IBM mainframe operating systems
z/OS Health Checker, z/VSE Health Checker and Linux Health
Checker
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How Does Linux Health Checker Work ?

information
system

generate output

Health Check
output

collect

processanalyze

Health Check

User
control

Health Checks Consumers

Framework

Plug−ins
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What Can Linux Health Checker ?

Manage installed health checks
Display health checks
Modify check parameters
Run health checks

Manage installed result consumers

Manage stored system information

Manage configuration profiles
Create profiles with different health checks and check parameter
settings

Develop own health checks and help other users
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Requirements

Linux Health Checker requires
Perl - version 5.8 or later
Additional perl modules which are part of standard Linux
distributions

Some health check modules might have additional software
requirements
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What makes it different ?

DBGINFO

Monitoring

Health checking is like a medical check-up
Analyzes current configuration and status
Identifies weaknesses
Presents you with actions to take before problems might occur

Monitoring is like a long-term ECG
Observes selected data points in your system over time
Discovers trends and otherwise interpret the results

Use health checking and monitoring in combination
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Checkers

Check whether the recommended runlevel is used and set as default

Check whether the CPUs run with reduced capacity

Verify the availability of System z cryptographic hardware support
through a Common Cryptographic Architecture (CCA) stack

Confirm that CPACF is enabled

Verify the availability of System z cryptographic hardware support for
PKCS#11 clear key cryptographic operations

Verify the availability of System z cryptographic hardware support for
PKCS#11 secure key cryptographic operations

Check whether the path to the OpenSSL library is configured correctly

Verify the availability of System z cryptographic hardware support
through an OpenSSL stack

Confirm that the System z cryptography kernel module is loaded
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Checkers

Identify I/O devices that are in use although they are on the exclusion list

Check for CHPIDs that are not available

Identify unusable I/O devices

Check for an excessive number of unused I/O devices

Identify I/O devices that are not associated with a device driver

Verify that the bootmap file is up-to-date

Identify standard DASD device nodes in the fstab file

Check if filesystems are skipped by filesystem check (fsck)

Check file systems for an adequate number of free inodes

Check for read-only filesystems

Verify that temporary files are deleted at regular intervals.

Check file systems for adequate free space

Confirm that automatic problem reporting is activated
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Checkers

Check if control program identification can display meaningful Linux
instance names

Verify that syslog files are rotated

Check if swap space is available

Ensure memory usage is within the threshold

Identify bonding interfaces that are configured with single network
interfaces

Identify bonding interfaces that aggregate qeth interfaces with the same
CHPID

Ensure nameserver is listed with correct address

Check for an excessive error ratio for outbound HiperSockets traffic

Check the inbound network traffic for an excessive error or drop ratio

Identify qeth interfaces that do not have an optimal number of buffers

Identify network services that are known to be insecure
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Checkers

Ensure processes do not hog cpu time

Ensure the system is running with optimal load

Check the kernel message log for out-of-memory (OOM) occurrences

Ensure processes do not hog memory

Ensure that privilege dump is switched off

Ensure kdump is configured and running

Confirm that the dump-on-panic function is enabled

Ensure that panic-on-oops is switched on

Confirm that root logins are enabled for but restricted to secure terminals

Screen users with superuser privileges

Identify CDL-formatted DASD where the metadata area is used for
storing data

Confirm 4K block size on ECKD DASD devices

Check Linux on z/VM for the nopav"DASD parameter
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Checkers

Identify active DASD alias devices without active base device

Identify multipath setups that consist of a single path only

Identify multipath devices with too few available paths or too many failed
paths

Spot getty programs on the /dev/console device

Check for current console_loglevel

Detect terminals with multiple device nodes

Confirm that all available z/VM IUCV HVC terminals are enabled for
logins

Identify idle terminals

Identify idle users

Identify unused terminals (TTY)

Check the privilege classes of the z/VM guest virtual machine on which
the Linux instance runs
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Example

# lnxh runCreating user diretory '/root/.lnxh 'Colleting system informationChanging user to 'root' for ommand '/sbin/multipath -ll'Running heks (24 heks)CHECK NAME HOST RESULT================================================================================boot_zipl_update_required .............. r3515039 SUCCESSss_w_availability ................... r3515039 SUCCESSss_w_hpid .......................... r3515039 SUCCESSss_w_ignored_online ................. r3515039 SUCCESSss_w_no_driver ...................... r3515039 SUCCESSss_w_unused_devies ................. r3515039 EXCEPTION -LOW>EXCEPTION ss_w_unused_devies .many_unused_devies (low)Of 24 I/O devies , 19 (79.17%) are unuseddasd_zvm_nopav ......................... r3515039 SUCCESSfs_disk_usage .......................... r3515039 SUCCESSfs_inode_usage ......................... r3515039 SUCCESSinit_runlevel .......................... r3515039 SUCCESSmm_oom_killer_triggered ................ r3515039 SUCCESSnet_bond_dev_hpid ..................... r3515039 NOT APPLICABLEnet_hsi_tx_errors ...................... r3515039 NOT APPLICABLEnet_inbound_pakets .................... r3515039 SUCCESS
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Example

net_qeth_bufferount ................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -MED>EXCEPTION net_qeth_bufferount .ineffiient_bufferount(medium)These network interfaes do not have the expeted number ofbuffers: eth0ras_dump_on_pani ...................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -HIGH>EXCEPTION ras_dump_on_pani .no_standalone(high)The dump -on-pani funtion is not enabledse_non_root_uid_zero .................. r3515039 SUCCESSse_servies_inseure .................. r3515039 SUCCESSstorage_invalid_multipath .............. r3515039 NOT APPLICABLEsys_systl_all_home ................... r3515039 NOT APPLICABLEsys_systl_pani ....................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -MED>EXCEPTION sys_systl_pani .no_pani_on_oops (medium )The pani -on -oops setting is disabledsys_sysinfo_pu_ap .................... r3515039 SUCCESSsys_tty_onsole_getty .................. r3515039 SUCCESSsys_tty_usage .......................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -MED>EXCEPTION sys_tty_usage .unused_ttys(medium)These terminals are unused: /dev/hv , /dev/ttyS
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Running Health Checker

Subcommands
check
Display, configure and manage health checks
consumer
Display, configure and manage consumers
devel
Access support functions for developing new health check plug-ins
profile
Display, modify and manage configuration profiles
run
Run health checks
sysinfo
Display and manage health check input data
called system information
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Running Health Checker

Seperate man pages for subcommandslnxh-hek(1)lnxh-onsumer(1)lnxh-devel(1)lnxh-profile(1)lnxh-run(1)lnxh-sysinfo(1)
Additional documentationlnxh_writing_heks(7)lnxh_hek_definitions(5)lnxh_hek_desriptions(5)lnxh_hek_exeptions(5)lnxh_hek_program(7)
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Analyze Multiple Instances

A single host can perform analysis for multiple remote hosts

Ensure the Linux Health Checker is installed and configured on all hosts

On each remote host, collect system informationroot�remote1 :~# lnxh sysinfo --ollet --file remote1.sysinforoot�remote2 :~# lnxh sysinfo --ollet --file remote2.sysinfo

Transfer the system information data to a central host, for example, with
scp

On the central host, run the Linux Health Checkerroot�remote2 :~# lnxh run --file remote1.sysinfo --file remote2.sysinfo
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Problems Reported

Configuration errors

Deviation from best practices

Hardware running at reduced capacity

Unused accelerator hardware

Single point of failures
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How Do I Interpret Results ?

success
Check ran and found no problem

exception
Check ran and found problems

not applicable
Check did not run because a requirement was not met

failed sysinfo and failed chkprg
Check did not run because system information could not be collected or
there was a runtime error in the health check program
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Detailed Problem Report

CHECK NAME HOST RESULT================================================================================ras_dump_on_pani ...................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -HIGH>EXCEPTION ras_dump_on_pani .no_standalone(high)SUMMARYThe dump -on-pani funtion is not enabledEXPLANATIONYour Linux instane is not onfigured for dump -on-pani.Configure dump -on-pani to automatially reate a dump if akernel paniours.SOLUTIONTo onfigure dump -on -pani , omplete these steps:1. Plan and prepare your dump devie.2. Edit /et/sysonfig/dumponf and onfigure the dump -on -pani ation.Possible ations are dump , dump_reipl , or vmmd with a CPVMDUMP ommand.3. Ativate the dumponf servie with hkonfig and thenstart the servie.
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Detailed Problem Report

Chek results: Exeptions: Run -time:SUCCESS ........: 0 High .........: 1 Min per hek.: 0.014sEXCEPTION ......: 1 Medium .......: 0 Max per hek.: 0.014sNOT APPLICABLE.: 0 Low ..........: 0 Avg per hek.: 0.014sFAILED SYSINFO.: 0 Total ........: 1 Total .........: 0.030sFAILED CHKPROG.: 0Total ..........: 1
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Health Check Information

# lnxh hek --info fs_disk_usageChek fs_disk_usage (ative)============================Title:Chek file systems for adequate free spaeDesription:Some appliations and administrative tasks require an adequate amount of freespae on eah mounted file system. If there is not enough free spae , theseappliations might no longer be available or the omplete system might beompromised. Regular monitoring of disk spae usage averts this risk.Exeptions:ritial_limit =high (ative)warn_limit=low (inative)Parameters:ritial_limit =95File system usage (in perent) at whih to raise a high -severityexeption. Valid values are integers in the range 1 to 100.Default value is "95"....
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Configuration Error

# lnxh hek --param ritial_limit =60 fs_disk_usageSetting value of parameter fs_disk_usage.ritial_limit to '60'Done.# lnxh run fs_disk_usageColleting system informationRunning heks (1 heks)CHECK NAME HOST RESULT================================================================================fs_disk_usage .......................... r3515039 SUCCESS1 heks run , 0 exeptions found (use 'lnxh run --replay -V' for details)
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Configuration Error

# lnxh hek --param ritial_limit =30 fs_disk_usageSetting value of parameter fs_disk_usage.ritial_limit to '30'Done.# lnxh run fs_disk_usageColleting system informationRunning heks (1 heks)CHECK NAME HOST RESULT================================================================================fs_disk_usage .......................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -HIGH>EXCEPTION fs_disk_usage .ritial_limit (high)The ritial threshold of 30% disk spae usage is exeeded onsome file systems (/ 39%)1 heks run , 1 exeptions found (use 'lnxh run --replay -V' for details)
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Configuration Error

# dfFilesystem 1K-bloks Used Available Use% Mounted on/dev/dasda1 6309976 2285092 3704348 39% /devtmpfs 510204 148 510056 1% /devtmpfs 510204 0 510204 0% /dev/shm
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How to write a check

# lnxh devel --reate -hek ./ my_hekHealth hek reation dialog============================This dialog supports the reation of a new health hek. It queries the userfor answers to several questions. One the dialog is finished , a diretoryontaining a skeleton of files will be reated.Some questions provide default answers whih are shown in square brakets("[℄"). These answers are used if an empty value is entered. All answers anbe modified at the end of the dialog.The following input options are available to ontrol the dialog:?.......: show help text for the urrent dialog questionCTRL -C..: save data and end dialog , restart the dialog to ontinueGeneri health hek harateristis====================================What programming language will be used to implement the hek program?(1..5)1.. Perl2.. Bash3..C4.. Other sripting language5.. Other ompiled language1
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How to write a check

Enter the name and e-mail address of the hek author:Stefan .Reimbold�de.ibm.omEnter the name of the omponent that is being heked:passwordShould the hek run regularly? (y/n) [n℄Does the hek require data from multiple hosts at one? (y/n) [n℄Does the hek require data from multiple points in time at one (y/n) [n℄List all paths to additional files provided by the hek relative to the hekdiretory (empty input to ontinue):Does the hek produe meaningful results with default parameters on a standardLinux installation? (y/n) [y℄Is the omponent being heked part of a standard Linux installation? (y/n) [y℄
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How to write a check

System information==================A health hek requires data about a system to perform its hek funtion.This data must not be olleted by the hek program itself . Instead you needto speify this data as so -alled "sysinfo items" so that the lnxh frameworkan obtain the data and provide it to the hek program.Enter the ID of a sysinfo item that is required by the hek program:passwordWhat is the type of sysinfo item 'password'?1.. File2.. Program3.. Reord4.. Referene5.. External1
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How to write a check

Speify the absolute path to the file to be read for file sysinfo item'password':/et/shadowSpeify the user -ID that has aess permissions to obtain the data of sysinfoitem 'password' (empty ID if no speial permissions are required): [℄rootEnter the ID of an additional sysinfo item that is needed by hek (empty IDto ontinue):
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How to write a check

Exeptions==========A problem that an be reported by a health hek is alled an "exeption".Eah health hek must be able to report at least one exeption.Enter the ID of an exeption that the hek an report:emptyWhat is the severity of exeption 'empty'? (1..3)1.. Low2.. Medium3.. High3Enter the ID of an additional exeption that the hek an report (empty ID toontinue):Health hek parameters=======================Parameters are untyped string values whih an be modified by users andwhih are passed to the health hek program. Parameters an be used toallow users to ustomize some aspets of health hek exeution.Enter the ID of a health hek parameter (empty ID to ontinue):
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How to write a check

Finalization dialog===================Below is the summary of information entered for the new hek. You anadjust eah data item or finalize the hek.1. Programming language ..........: Perl2. Chek author ..................: Stefan.Reimbold�de.ibm.om3. Cheked omponent .............: password4. Run regularly .................: No5. Multiple host data ............: No6. Multiple time data ............: No7. Extra files ...................: <empty list >8. Works without onfiguration ...: Yes9. Works with default software...: Yes10. Sysinfo item ID ...............: password11. Type ......................: External12. Exeption ID ..................: empty13. Severity ..................: High14. Parameter ID ..................: <empty list >(...)Creating hek in diretory './ my_hek'.Chek was suessfully reated.Use 'lnxh run ./ my_hek' to run this hek.Please see eah file for speifi TODOs.Done.
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How to write a check

# lnxh run ./ my_hekColleting system informationChanging user to 'root' for ommand '/bin/at /et/passwd 'Running heks (1 heks)CHECK NAME HOST RESULT================================================================================my_hek ............................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -HIGH>EXCEPTION my_hek.empty(high)TODO: Write a short summary of the problem whih inludes allrelevant information needed by advaned users to implement asolution.1 heks run , 1 exeptions found (use 'lnxh run --replay -V' for details)
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How to write a check

# TODO:# 1. Chek parameters for orret values (param\_*).# 2. Aess sysinfo data (filenames available in sysinfo\_*).# 3. Perform analysis.# 4. If an exeption is found , write its ID and values for exeption# template variables to file ex\_file.## See 'man lnxh_hek_program ' for more information.### Sample exeption reporting. TODO: all this only if an exeption# was identified.#lnxh_exeption ($LNXHC_EXCEPTION_EMPTY );
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How to write a check

# TODO:# 1. Chek parameters for orret values (param\_*).# 2. Aess sysinfo data (filenames available in sysinfo\_*).# 3. Perform analysis.# 4. If an exeption is found , write its ID and values for exeption# template variables to file ex\_file.## See 'man lnxh_hek_program ' for more information.### Sample exeption reporting. TODO: all this only if an exeption# was identified.#my �password = `at /et/shadow `;foreah (�password) {homp;if (/^(\w+):(\s*):/) {lnxh_exeption ($LNXHC_EXCEPTION_EMPTY );}}
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How to write a check

# lnxh run ./ my_hekColleting system informationChanging user to 'root' for ommand '/bin/at /et/shadow 'Running heks (1 heks)CHECK NAME HOST RESULT================================================================================my_hek ............................... r3515039 EXCEPTION -HIGH>EXCEPTION my_hek.empty(high)TODO: Write a short summary of the problem whih inludes allrelevant information needed by advaned users to implement asolution.1 heks run , 1 exeptions found (use 'lnxh run --replay -V' for details)
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How to write a check

# at ./ my_hek/exeptions[summary empty℄TODO: Write a short summary of the problem whih inludes all relevantinformation needed by advaned users to implement a solution.[explanation empty℄TODO: Write a detailed text ontaining answers to the following questions:- What is the problem?- What is the impat on the heked omponent?- What are the steps to manually verify that the problem exists?[solution empty℄TODO: Write a detailed text desribing how the problem an be solved.[referene empty℄TODO: List referenes to doumentation whih an help in understanding andsolving the problem.
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How to write a check

Example to look atboot_runlevel_reommended
In directory /usr/lib/lnxh/heks
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Summary

Linux Health Checker provides health care for your Linux instances
For Linux on System z and other Linux platforms

You can use the Linux Health Checker to
Maintain and increase the health of your Linux instances
Manage health checks and run them regularly
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Summary

Share your expert knowledge and contribute your health checks
Develop and share your health checks with other users
Help us to improve health care for Linux instances

See the lnxhc project for guidelines and how to register as a contributor
http://lnxhc.sourceforge.net/
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Links

Project page of the Linux Health Checker on SourceForge
http://lnxhc.sourceforge.net

Linux Health Checker User’s Guide
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/linux/linux390/documentation dev.html

Linux on System z - Tuning Hints & Tips
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/linux/linux390/perf/index.html

developerWorks
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/linux/linux390
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Thank You !

For starting out with their very good presentations

Peter Oberparleiter

Hendrik Brückner
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boot_runlevel_recommended

Chek boot_runlevel_reommended (ative )========================================Title:Chek whether the reommended runlevel is used and set as defaultDesription:Running Linux with an unsuitable runlevel an mean that required servies arenot available , or it an mean that unneessary proesses degrade performaneor seurity.Linux runlevels are usually expressed as integers in the range 0 to 6, where 0and 6 are reserved for halt and reboot. The meaning of runlevels 1 to 5 differbetween distributions. See the "init" man page of your distribution fordetails.Exeptions:urrent_runlevel_differs=medium (ative)default_runlevel_differs=medium (ative)Parameters:reommended_runlevel =3The reommended runlevel for the Linux instane. Valid values areintegers in the range 1 to 5.Default value is "3".
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cpu_capacity

Chek pu_apaity (ative )===========================Title:Chek whether the CPUs run with redued apaityDesription:External events or reonfigurations might ause CPUs to run with reduedapaity. This hek examines the CPU apaity -adjustment indiation andapaity -hange reason odes of the System z mainframe.Exeptions:apaity_redued =high (ative)Parameters:aeptable_ap_adj =100The lowest aeptable CPU apaity -adjustment indiation. The defaultvalue is 100, for regular apaity. Lower values indiate reduedapaity. An exeption is raised if the System z mainframe reports aapaity -adjustment indiation below this value.Change this value only if your System z mainframe intentionally runswith redued apaity , for example , in power -saving mode. Valid valuesare integers in the range 1 to 100.Default value is "100".
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cpu_capacity

expeted_ap_rs =0The expeted apaity -hange reason. The default value is 0, for regularoperations without apaity hanges. An exeption is raised if theSystem z mainframe reports a apaity -hange reason other than thisvalue.Change this value to 1 if your System z mainframe runs in power -savingmode.Default value is "0".
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crypto_cca_stack

Chek rypto_a_stak (ative)===============================Title:Verify the availability of System z ryptographi hardware support through aCommon Cryptographi Arhiteture (CCA) stakDesription:Appliations using ryptographi operations by linking to CCA libraries anonly exploit System z ryptography hardware if the CCA stak is onfiguredorretly.Cryptographi oproessor adapters must be available. Prerequisites for a wellonfigured CCA stak that uses System z ryptographi hardware is a deviedriver to exploit ryptographi adapters , and the sula library.The CCA stak is required for seure key ryptography operations.This health hek verifies that:- The Cryptographi Coproessor is available- Required RPMs , suh as 'sula', are availableExeptions:rypto_oproessors_not_available=high (ative)rpms_not_installed =high (ative )
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crypto_cpacf

Chek rypto_paf (ative )===========================Title:Confirm that CPACF is enabledDesription:The CP Assist for Cryptographi Funtions (CPACF) aelerates symmetriryptographi algorithms. This hek verifies that CPACF is enabled on thesystem.CPACF is a mandatory prerequisite for hardware -based aeleration ofryptographi operations in the following ontexts:- the OpenSSL software stak (see also heks rypto_openssl_stak andrypto_openssl_stak_32bit)- the lear key openCryptoki (PKCS#11) software stak (see also heksrypto_openryptoki_k and rypto_openryptoki_k_32bit)- Linux kernel -internal ryptographi operations , suh as dm -rypt and IPSeCPACF is also required for the availability of the /dev/prng pseudo randomnumber generator devie.
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crypto_cpacf

Optionally CPACF enables proteted key operation for the Common CryptographiArhiteture (CCA) software stak (see also heks rypto_a_stak ,rypto_openryptoki_sk , and openryptoki_sk_32bit ).Exeptions:paf_not_enabled =medium (ative)
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crypto_opencryptoki_ckc_32bit

Chek rypto_openryptoki_k_32bit (inative)==============================================Title:Verify the availability of System z ryptographi hardware support for PKCS#11lear key ryptographi operationsDesription:Software that uses lear key ryptographi funtions via openCryptoki (PKCS#11API) an exploit System z ryptographi hardware if the openCryptoki lear keyryptographi stak is set up orretly. If the setup is inorret orinomplete , Linux may in some ases emulate ryptographi operations bysoftware. However this emulation will derease system performane.The openCryptoki lear key ryptographi stak omprises openCryptoki togetherwith the ICA token , the libia , possibly the System z ryptography kerneldevie driver and aess to system ryptographi hardware features like CPACFand ryptographi adapters.
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crypto_opencryptoki_ckc_32bit

This health hek verifies that:- The Cryptographi hardware (oproessor and/or aelerator adapters) isavailable- Required RPMs , suh as 'openCryptoki ', and 'libia ' are available- openCryptoki is initialized- The ICA token is onfiguredExeptions:32 bit_rpms_not_installed =high (ative )rypto_adapters_not_available=medium (ative )ia_token_not_onfigured=high (ative )openryptoki_not_initialized=high (ative)
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crypto_opencryptoki_ckc

Chek rypto_openryptoki_k (ative)======================================Title:Verify the availability of System z ryptographi hardware support for PKCS#11lear key ryptographi operationsDesription:Software that uses lear key ryptographi funtions via openCryptoki (PKCS#11API) an exploit System z ryptographi hardware if the openCryptoki lear keyryptographi stak is set up orretly. If the setup is inorret orinomplete , Linux may in some ases emulate ryptographi operations bysoftware. However this emulation will derease system performane.The openCryptoki lear key ryptographi stak omprises openCryptoki togetherwith the ICA token , the libia , possibly the System z ryptography kerneldevie driver and aess to system ryptographi hardware features like CPACFand ryptographi adapters.
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crypto_opencryptoki_ckc

This health hek verifies that:- The Cryptographi hardware (oproessor and/or aelerator adapters) isavailable- Required RPMs , suh as 'openCryptoki ', and 'libia ' are available- openCryptoki is initialized- The ICA token is onfiguredExeptions:rypto_adapters_not_available=medium (ative )ia_token_not_onfigured=high (ative )openryptoki_not_initialized=high (ative)rpms_not_installed =high (ative )
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crypto_opencryptoki_skc_32bit

Chek rypto_openryptoki_sk_32bit (inative)==============================================Title:Verify the availability of System z ryptographi hardware support for PKCS#11seure key ryptographi operationsDesription:Seure key ryptographi operations require a Cryptographi Coproessor. Inorder to use seure key ryptography via the Publi Key Cryptographi Standard11 (PKCS#11) API , openCryptoki together with the CCA token must be installedand onfigured orretly.This health hek verifies that:- The Cryptographi Coproessor is available- Required RPMs , suh as 'openCryptoki ', and 'sula' are available- openCryptoki is initialized- The CCA token is onfiguredExeptions:32 bit_rpms_not_installed =high (ative )a_token_not_onfigured=high (ative )rypto_oproessors_not_available=high (ative)openryptoki_not_initialized=high (ative)
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crypto_opencryptoki_skc

Chek rypto_openryptoki_sk (ative)======================================Title:Verify the availability of System z ryptographi hardware support for PKCS#11seure key ryptographi operationsDesription:Seure key ryptographi operations require a Cryptographi Coproessor. Inorder to use seure key ryptography via the Publi Key Cryptographi Standard11 (PKCS#11) API , openCryptoki together with the CCA token must be installedand onfigured orretly.This health hek verifies that:- The Cryptographi Coproessor is available- Required RPMs , suh as 'openCryptoki ', and 'sula' are available- openCryptoki is initialized- The CCA token is onfiguredExeptions:a_token_not_onfigured=high (ative )rypto_oproessors_not_available=high (ative)openryptoki_not_initialized=high (ative)rpms_not_installed =high (ative )
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crypto_openssl_ibmca_config

Chek rypto_openssl_ibma_onfig (inative)============================================Title:Chek whether the path to the OpenSSL library is onfigured orretlyDesription:If the libibma.so path is not speified orretly in the openssl.nfonfiguration file , "ssh" ommands fail. An inorret speifiation an alsoprevent logins to Linux.Exeptions:so_file_path_not_orret=high (ative )
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crypto_openssl_stack_32bitChek rypto_openssl_stak_32bit (inative)===========================================Title:Verify the availability of System z ryptographi hardware support through anOpenSSL stakDesription:The appliations using ryptographi operations by linking to OpenSSLlibraries an exploit System z ryptographi hardware only if the OpenSSLstak is onfigured orretly.The following ryptographi hardware an be exploited if available:- CPACF instrutions in the CPU- Cryptographi Aelerator adapters- Cryptographi Coproessor adaptersPrerequisites for a well onfigured OpenSSL stak that uses System zryptographi hardware are:- The enablement of CPACF , a devie driver to exploit ryptographi adapters(if adapters are available)- The libia library- The openssl -ibma engine for OpenSSL being installed and onfigured
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crypto_openssl_stack_32bit

Configuring the OpenSSL stak to exploit System z ryptographi hardwareaelerates appliations using ryptographi funtions and offloads CPU ylesto ryptographi adapters. The availability of ryptographi adapters isoptional beause libia provides a software fallbak for the funtionsprovided by the adapters.This health hek verifies that:- The Cryptographi Coproessor or Aelerator is available- Required RPMs , suh as 'openSSL', 'openssl -ibma', and 'libia ' areavailable- OpenSSL is onfigured with the 'ibma' engineExeptions:32 bit_rpms_not_installed =high (ative )rypto_adapters_not_available=medium (ative )ibma_not_onfigured =high (ative)
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crypto_openssl_stackChek rypto_openssl_stak (ative)===================================Title:Verify the availability of System z ryptographi hardware support through anOpenSSL stakDesription:The appliations using ryptographi operations by linking to OpenSSLlibraries an exploit System z ryptographi hardware only if the OpenSSLstak is onfigured orretly.The following ryptographi hardware an be exploited if available:- CPACF instrutions in the CPU- Cryptographi Aelerator adapters- Cryptographi Coproessor adaptersPrerequisites for a well onfigured OpenSSL stak that uses System zryptographi hardware are:- The enablement of CPACF , a devie driver to exploit ryptographi adapters(if adapters are available)- The libia library- The openssl -ibma engine for OpenSSL being installed and onfigured
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crypto_openssl_stack

Configuring the OpenSSL stak to exploit System z ryptographi hardwareaelerates appliations using ryptographi funtions and offloads CPU ylesto ryptographi adapters. The availability of ryptographi adapters isoptional beause libia provides a software fallbak for the funtionsprovided by the adapters.This health hek verifies that:- The Cryptographi Coproessor or Aelerator is available- Required RPMs , suh as 'openSSL', 'openssl -ibma', and 'libia ' areavailable- OpenSSL is onfigured with the 'ibma' engineExeptions:rypto_adapters_not_available=medium (ative )ibma_not_onfigured =high (ative)rpms_not_installed =high (ative )
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crypto_z_module_loaded

Chek rypto_z_module_loaded (ative)=====================================Title:Confirm that the System z ryptography kernel module is loadedDesription:Loading the System z ryptography kernel module (named 'z90rypt or'zrypt_pix ' or 'zrypt_ex2a ') is required to exploit ryptographiadapters. This hek verifies that the kernel module is loaded.The System z ryptography kernel module is a mandatory prerequisite forryptographi operations in the following ontexts:- the seure key openCryptoki (PKCS#11) software stak (see also heksrypto_openryptoki_sk and rypto_openryptoki_sk_32bit)- the Common Cryptographi Arhiteture (CCA) software stak (see also hekrypto_a_stak )
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crypto_z_module_loaded

In addition the module is a prerequisite for aelerating and off -loading RSAoperations in the following ontexts:- the OpenSSL software stak (see also heks rypto_openssl_stak andrypto_openssl_stak_32bit)- the lear key openCryptoki (PKCS#11) software stak (see also heksrypto_openryptoki_k and rypto_openryptoki_k_32bit)In these ontexts RSA operations will be omputed in software if theryptographi kernel module is not available.Finally , loading the kernel module is also required to implement true randomnumber generation based on ryptographi adapter hardware.Exeptions:module_not_loaded =medium (ative)
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Chek ss_w_blaklist (ative)================================Title:Identify I/O devies that are in use although they are on the exlusion listDesription:The I/O devie exlusion list prevents Linux from sensing and analyzing I/Odevies that are available to Linux but not required.An initial exlusion list an be inluded in the boot onfiguration using the"io_ignore" kernel parameter. On a running Linux instane , the list an behanged temporarily through the /pro/io_ignore profs interfae or with the"io_ignore" ommand. Rebooting restores the exlusion list of the bootonfiguration.I/O devies that are in use (online) might be required and should then not beon the exlusion list. If these devies beome unavailable and reappear aftersome time , they are ignored and remain unavailable to Linux. If they are addedto the io_ignore parameter in the boot onfiguration , they will also beunavailable after rebooting Linux.Exeptions:online_devies_ignored =medium (ative )
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css_ccw_chpid_status

Chek ss_w_hpid_status (ative)===================================Title:Chek for CHPIDs that are not availableDesription:Unavailable CHPIDs an ause I/O stalls and errors and might result inrequired I/O devies that are not visible within Linux. This hek analyzessysfs status information to identify CHPIDs that are unavailable beause of a"onfigure standby" or a "vary offline" operation. These operations areommonly performed as part of hardware maintenane proedures and need to bereverted after maintenane has finished.Exeptions:unused_fg_off =low (ative)unused_vary_off =low (ative)used_fg_off=high (ative)used_vary_off=high (ative)
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css_ccw_device_availability

Chek ss_w_devie_availability (ative)==========================================Title:Identify unusable I/O deviesDesription:This hek examines sysfs information to identify I/O devies for whih theavailability status indiates that they annot be used.Exeptions:unusable_devie =high (ative)
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css_ccw_device_usage

Chek ss_w_devie_usage (ative)===================================Title:Chek for an exessive number of unused I/O deviesDesription:Even when they are unused (offline), I/O devies onsume memory and CPU timeboth during the boot proess and when I/O onfiguration hanges our on arunning system. In partiular , when new I/O devies or I/O paths beomeavailable or when existing I/O devies or I/O paths beome unavailable ,resoures are wasted to unused I/O devies.This hek uses the "lsss" ommand to identify unused I/O devies.Exeptions:many_unused_devies =low (ative )
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Parameters:devie_print_limit =5Threshold for the absolute number of unused (offline) I/O devies. Ifthe number of unused I/O devies exeeds this threshold , an exeption isissued. Valid values are positive integers.Default value is "5".ratio_limit =50Threshold for the perentage of unused (offline) I/O devies. If thisthreshold is exeeded , an exeption is issued. Valid values are integersin the range 1 to 100.Default value is "50".
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css_ccw_driver_association

Chek ss_w_driver_assoiation (ative)=========================================Title:Identify I/O devies that are not assoiated with a devie driverDesription:When an I/O devie is sensed , the assoiated devie driver shouldautomatially be loaded. I/O devies that are not assoiated with a deviedriver annot be used properly.Possible reasons for this problem are that the required devie driver modulehas been unloaded , that an existing assoiation between the devie and thedevie driver has been removed , or that the devie is not supported.This hek identifies devies that , in sysfs , do not have a symboli link to adevie driver.Exeptions:no_driver=medium (ative )
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fs_boot_zipl_bootmap

Chek fs_boot_zipl_bootmap (ative)===================================Title:Verify that the bootmap file is up -to -dateDesription:With a baklevel bootmap file , you might no longer be able to boot your Linuxinstane.This hek ompares the file metadata to verify that none of the boot datathat is referened by the bootmap file has been modified after the bootmapfile was reated. The boot data typially inludes , a kernel image , initialRAM disk (initrd), and a kernel parameter file.A baklevel bootmap file an be the result of upgrading the kernel with a newkernel image without running "zipl" to update the bootmap file aordingly.
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fs_boot_zipl_bootmap

This hek applies only if the following assumptions are all true:- The boot devie is a disk devie.- The bootmap file has been reated from speifiations in the "zipl"onfiguration file , /et/zipl.onf.- /et/zipl.onf desribes a single boot onfiguration that an but need notprovide a boot menu.Distributions tools typially use "zipl" aording to these assumptions whenreating a boot disk.Exeptions:outdated_bootmap =medium (ative )
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fs_fstab_dasd_devnodes

Chek fs_fstab_dasd_devnodes (ative)=====================================Title:Identify standard DASD devie nodes in the fstab fileDesription:The DASD devie driver reates standard devie nodes for DASDs that are basedon the order in whih DASDs are set online. When you add or remove disks , thedevie name of a disk might hange aross a reboot . To preserve the mappingbetween standard devie nodes and the assoiated physial disk spae arossreboot , use devie nodes that are based on unique properties of a DASD and soidentify a partiular devie.Exeptions:volatile_devnodes_used =medium (ative )
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fs_fstab_fsck_order

Chek fs_fstab_fsk_order (ative )==================================Title:Chek if filesystems are skipped by filesystem hek (fsk)Desription:This hek examines if the filesystems are skipped by filesystem hek (fsk)while boot. If filesystems are not heked for onsisteny it might lead tofilesystem orruption or drive might not even boot the system.Exeptions:filesystem_not_heked =medium (ative )root_low_prio_hek =medium (ative)root_not_heked =high (ative)
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fs_fstab_fsck_order

Parameters:exlude=noneA list of filesystems , separated by olons (:). The filesystems mountedat the speified mount points are to be exluded from the onsistenyhek. Speial filesystems like /pro , /sys et need not be heked foronsisteny.Example:/pro:/sysDefault value is "none".mount=A list of filesystems , separated by olons (:). The filesystems mountedat the speified mount points are to be heked for onsisteny. If thelist is empty , all mount points of /et/fstab exept in exlude list areheked.Example:/:/ homeDefault value is "".
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fs_inode_usage

Chek fs_inode_usage (ative)=============================Title:Chek file systems for an adequate number of free inodesDesription:Many Linux file systems maintain metadata about file system objets (forexample , files or folders) in inodes. Eah objet has a separate inode. When afile system runs out of free inodes , no further files or folders an bereated , even if plenty of free disk spae is available.Some appliations and administrative tasks require an adequate number of freeinodes on eah mounted file system. If there are not enough free inodes , theseappliations might no longer be available or the omplete system might beompromised. Regular monitoring of inode usage an avert this risk.Exeptions:ritial_limit =high (ative)warn_limit=low (inative)
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fs_inode_usage

Parameters:ritial_limit =95Usage of the available inodes of the file system (in perent) at whihto raise a high -severity exeption. Valid values are integers in therange 1 to 100.Default value is "95".mount_points=A list of mount points , separated by olons (:). The file systemsmounted at the speified mount points are to be heked for free inodes.If the list is empty , all mounted file systems are heked.Example:/mnt:/home/mymnt :/usr/data/myappDefault value is "".warn_limit =80Usage of the available inodes of the file system (in perent) at whihto raise a low -severity exeption. Valid values are integers in therange 1 to 100.Default value is "80".
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fs_mount_option_ro

Chek fs_mount_option_ro (ative)=================================Title:Chek for read -only filesystemsDesription:This hek examines if filesystems have been mounted as read -only. If it hasbeen mounted as read -only it would inhibit any kind of filesystem operationslike editing , deleting files/folders et.Exeptions:read_only_filesystem =high (ative)Parameters:mount_points =/home:/ pro:/tmp:/var/log:/sysA list of mount points , separated by olons (:). The filesystems mountedat the speified mount points are to be heked for read -only. If thelist is empty , all mounted filesystems are heked.Example:/home:/ proDefault value is "/home:/pro:/tmp:/var/log:/sys".
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fs_tmp_cleanup

Chek fs_tmp_leanup (ative)=============================Title:Verify that temporary files are deleted at regular intervals.Desription:Linux instanes have one or more diretories , for example , /tmp , to storetemporary files. If temporary files are not deleted at regular intervals , theyan fill up file systems and ause the Linux instane to run out of diskspae.An exeption message is issued unless a program is onfigured to leardiretories with temporary files at regular intervals.Exeptions:max_days_not_set =low (ative)no_ron_job=low (ative)temp_dir_miss=low (ative)tmp_wath=low (ative)Parameters:temp_dir=/tmpA blank -separated list of diretories that ontain temporary files. Thehek verifies that temporary files in the speified diretories aredeleted at regular intervals.Default value is "/tmp".
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fs_usage

Chek fs_usage (ative)=======================Title:Chek file systems for adequate free spaeDesription:Some appliations and administrative tasks require an adequate amount of freespae on eah mounted file system. If there is not enough free spae , theseappliations might no longer be available or the omplete system might beompromised. Regular monitoring of disk spae usage averts this risk.Exeptions:ritial_limit =high (ative)warn_limit=low (inative)
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fs_usage

Parameters:ritial_limit =95File system usage (in perent) at whih to raise a high -severityexeption. Valid values are integers in the range 1 to 100.Default value is "95".mount_points=A list of mount points , separated by olons (:). The file systemsmounted at the speified mount points are to be heked for free spae.If the list is empty , all mounted file systems are heked.Example:/mnt:/home/mymnt/usr/data/myappDefault value is "".warn_limit =80File system usage (in perent) at whih to raise a low -severityexeption. Valid values are integers in the range 1 to 100.Default value is "80".
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fw_callhome

Chek fw_allhome (ative)==========================Title:Confirm that automati problem reporting is ativatedDesription:When Linux experienes a kernel pani , the automati problem reporting featuresends olleted problem data to the IBM servie organization Hene a systemrash automatially leads to a new Problem Management Reord (PMR), whih anbe proessed by IBM servie.Omit this hek unless a hardware support agreement with IBM is in plae andthe hardware is enabled for the Remote Support Faility.Exeptions:inative=low (ative)not_available=low (ative)
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fw_cpi

Chek fw_pi (ative )=====================Title:Chek if ontrol program identifiation an display meaningful Linux instanenamesDesription:You an use the ontrol program identifiation (CPI) to assign names to yourLinux instanes. The names are used to identify Linux instanes , for example ,on the Hardware Management Console (HMC) or the servie element (SE).To assign meaningful names to your Linux instanes , the CPI needs names foryour Linux system and sysplex.Exeptions:no_sysplex_name =low (inative)no_system_name =medium (ative)
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log_syslog_rotate

Chek log_syslog_rotate (ative)================================Title:Verify that syslog files are rotatedDesription:Syslog files ontain the messages that are generated by the system omponents.If the size of the syslog files is not ontrolled , they might ompletely fillup your file system , and ause the Linux instane to run out of disk spae.logrotate is a tool that monitors , rotates , ompresses , or trunates syslogfiles to save disk spae and to limit the syslog file size. This health hekverifies that logrotate runs at regular intervals on your system and heksyour logrotate onfiguration settings.Exeptions:log_size_exeeded =medium (ative)no_ron=high (ative)no_logrotate=high (ative)Parameters:max_log_size =1MBMaximum syslog file size , speified in KB , MB, or GB.Default value is "1MB".
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mem_swap_availability

Chek mem_swap_availability (ative)====================================Title:Chek if swap spae is availableDesription:This hek examines if swap spae is available. For systems having memoryonstraints if swap spae is not available it might lead to out -of -memorysituations as also a system rash. Swapping allows the system to use morememory than is physially available.Exeptions:no_swap_spae=high (ative)
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mem_usage

Chek mem_usage (ative)========================Title:Ensure memory usage is within the thresholdDesription:The hek examines the RAM usage of the system. If not enough RAM is availablesystem will slow down and beome muh more unresponsive and diffiult or evenimpossible to use.Exeptions:ritial_limit =high (ative)warn_limit=low (ative)Parameters:ritial_limit =90Memory usage (in perent) at whih to raise a ritial exeption. Validvalues are integers in the range of 1 to 100Default value is "90".warn_limit =80Memory usage (in perent) at whih to raise a warning exeption. Validvalues are integers in the range of 1 to 100Default value is "80".
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net_bond_ineffective

Chek net_bond_ineffetive (ative)===================================Title:Identify bonding interfaes that are onfigured with single network interfaesDesription:Bonding setups are mainly used to inrease availability or performane. Abonding interfae is a logial interfae that aggregates multiple slaveinterfaes. Bonding interfaes that are onfigured with only one slaveinterfae do not offer path redundany or inreased bandwidth , so neither goalan be ahieved.Exeptions:single_slave=medium (ative)
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net_bond_qeth_ineffective

Chek net_bond_qeth_ineffetive (ative )========================================Title:Identify bonding interfaes that aggregate qeth interfaes with the same CHPIDDesription:Bonding setups are mainly used to inrease availability or performane. Abonding interfae is a logial interfae that aggregates multiple slaveinterfaes. Slave interfaes that are onfigured with the same CHPID do notoffer path redundany or inreased bandwidth , so neither goal an be ahieved.Exeptions:single_hpid=medium (ative)
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net_dns_settings

Chek net_dns_settings (ative)===============================Title:Ensure nameserver is listed with orret addressDesription:Nameserver helps to resolve names to numerial ip addresses. If nameserver isnot listed or has an inorret address it would prevent aessing any of thesystems in the network by their name.Exeptions:inorret_nameserver =medium (ative)no_nameserver=medium (ative)
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net_hsi_outbound_errors

Chek net_hsi_outbound_errors (ative)======================================Title:Chek for an exessive error ratio for outbound HiperSokets traffiDesription:This hek examines the transmit (TX) error ratio for HiperSokets networkinterfaes (hsi). A high TX error ratio an be aused by one or more slowreeivers that require attention.Exeptions:slow_hsi_reeivers =medium (ative)Parameters:txerror_ratio =1Threshold for the perentage of TX errors by total TX pakets forHiperSokets network interfaes. If the ratio of TX errors exeeds thisthreshold , an exeption is raised. Valid values are integers in therange 1 to 100.Default value is "1".
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net_inbound_errors

Chek net_inbound_errors (ative)=================================Title:Chek the inbound network traffi for an exessive error or drop ratioDesription:This hek examines network interfaes for a high reeived (RX) error ratio orhigh ratio of dropped RX pakets. Problems with reeived pakets lead toperformane degradation as pakets have to be resent by the originator. HighRX error and drop ratios an be aused by insuffiient memory.Exeptions:limits_exeeded =medium (ative)
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net_inbound_errors

Parameters:rxdrop_ratio =1Threshold for the perentage of dropped RX pakets by total RX pakets.If the ratio of dropped RX pakets exeeds this threshold for a networkinterfae , an exeption message is issued. Valid values are integers inthe range 1 to 100.Default value is "1".rxerror_ratio =1Threshold for the perentage of RX errors by total RX pakets. If theratio of RX errors exeeds this threshold for a network interfae , anexeption message is issued. Valid values are integers in the range 1 to100.Default value is "1".
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net_qeth_buffercount

Chek net_qeth_bufferount (ative)===================================Title:Identify qeth interfaes that do not have an optimal number of buffersDesription:The most suitable number of buffers for a partiular interfae depends on theavailable memory. To allow for memory onstraints , many Linux distributionsuse a small number of buffers by default. On Linux instanes with ample memoryand a high traffi volume , this an lead to performane degradation , asinoming pakets are dropped and have to be resent by the originator. Thishek uses a set of rules that orrelate memory size and number of buffers toevaluate the settings for eah qeth interfae.Exeptions:ineffiient_bufferount=medium (ative)Parameters:reommended_bufferount=<=500MB:16,<=900 MB:32 , <=1900 MB:64,>1900MB :128The rule set used to evaluate the interfae settings. The rule setomprises a set of omma -separated rules. Eah rule speifies apartiular memory size or implies a range of memory sizes and the numberof buffers to be used. The rules are evaluated from left to right. Thefirst rule that applies to the available memory defines the number ofbuffers demanded by the hek.
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Eah rule has the form:<operator ><memsize >:<buffer_ount >Where:- <operator > is one of these omparison operators:* == (equal)* <= (equal or smaller)* >= (equal or greater)* < (smaller)* > (greater)- <memsize > speifies an amount of memory. Valid values are numbersfollowed by one of the units KB (for kilobyte), MB (for megabyte), orGB (for gigabyte). Note that this number is ompared against theamount of available memory whih may be lower than the total memoryassigned to a Linux system due to kernel internal overhead.- <buffer_ount > is the number of buffers to be used for the speifiedmemory size. Valid values are 16, 32, 64 and 128.
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Example:<=500MB:16,<=1GB:32,<=2GB:64,>2GB :128The rule set of the example demands 16 buffers if the memory is 500 MBor less , 32 buffers if the memory is more than 500 MB but not more than1 GB , 64 buffers if the memory is more than 1 GB but not more than 2 GB,and 128 buffers if the memory is more than 2 GB.Default value is " <=500MB:16,<=900 MB:32 , <=1900 MB:64,>1900MB :128".
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net_services_insecureChek net_servies_inseure (ative)====================================Title:Identify network servies that are known to be inseureDesription:This hek finds network servies that are ative but known to be inseure.Suh servies an ompromise your data and system seurity. An example of aninseure network servie is a network file system servie that does notprovide user authentiation . Any user who an reah this servie an aessthe data. Other network servies might be onsidered inseure beause they donot enrypt redentials and data. If network traffi from suh servies isinterepted , data might be dislosed to unauthorized parties and the systemmight beome vulnerable to intrusion.Examples of inseure network servies are ftp , rsh , rlogin , and telnet .Exeptions:inseure_servies =medium (ative)Parameters:inseure_servies =tftp telnet rsh rloginA list of inseure network servies to hek for. In the list , serviesare separated by blanks. The default inludes the most ommonly usedinseure network servies Add any servies that are installed on yoursystem and that you onsider inseure.Default value is "tftp telnet rsh rlogin".
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Chek pro_pu_usage (ative)=============================Title:Ensure proesses do not hog pu timeDesription:This hek ensures that proesses do not end up hogging pu time. If ertainproesses start hogging pu time then other proesses would be deprived of putime whih might ause appliations to slow down and the system might evenbeome unresponsive.Exeptions:proess_hogs_pu =high (ative)Parameters:pu_time=300Per proess aumulated pu time in seonds whih must be exeededbefore an exeption is reported.Valid values are integers starting with 1.Default value is "300".
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pu_usage=80Per proess pu usage at whih to raise a high -severity exeption. Thepu usage represents the perentage of time that a proess spent runningduring its lifetime.Valid values are integers in the range 1 to 100.Default value is "80".proesses=A list of proesses separated by omma (,) that are expeted to onsumehigh pu time and whih need not be reported by this hek. If the listis empty , all the proesses onsuming high pu time are reported.Example:firefox , apahe2Default value is "".
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proc_load_avg

Chek pro_load_avg (ative)============================Title:Ensure the system is running with optimal loadDesription:This hek examines the CPU and IO load of the system. If a system is runningwith very high loads , then system ould turn unresponsive and appliations antake more time to reat/omplete.Exeptions:high_load=medium (ative )over_load=high (ative)
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Parameters:avgload=90System usage (in perent) at whih to raise a exeption. Valid valuesare integers in the range 1 to 100.Default value is "90".time=15Time for whih load average needs to be heked. Valid values are 1, 5,15. You an speify more than one timestamp separated by omma (,).Example:1,15Default value is "15".
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proc_mem_oom_triggered

Chek pro_mem_oom_triggered (ative)=====================================Title:Chek the kernel message log for out -of-memory (OOM) ourrenesDesription:When a Linux instane runs out of memory , the OOM killer reovers memory bykilling one or more proesses. If important proess get killed , they mightneed to be restarted and proteted from the OOM killer.Frequent OOM ourrenes indiate that too little memory is available for agiven workload or that an appliation is onsuming an undue amount of memory .Awareness of OOM ourrenes an dislose resoure shortages or help identifymalfuntioning appliations.Exeptions:proesses_killed =medium (ative )
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proc_mem_usage

Chek pro_mem_usage (ative)=============================Title:Ensure proesses do not hog memoryDesription:This hek ensures that proesses do not end up hogging memory. If ertainproesses start hogging memory other proesses would be deprived of memory andappliations might slow down and system might even beome unresponsive.Exeptions:proess_hogs_memory =high (ative)
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Parameters:mem_usage=90Per proess memory usage at whih to raise a high -severity exeption.Valid values are integers in the range 1 to 100.Default value is "90".proesses=lnxhA list of proesses separated by omma (,) that are expeted to onsumehigh memory and whih need not be reported by this hek. If the list isempty , all the proesses onsuming high memory are reported.Example:firefox , apahe2Default value is "lnxh".
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proc_priv_dump

Chek pro_priv_dump (ative)=============================Title:Ensure that privilege dump is swithed offDesription:With the privilege dump set to non -zero value (1 or 2), a ore -dump ofset -user -id or otherwise proteted/tainted binaries is reated. For seurityreasons it is important to disable it by default.Exeptions:debug_mode=high (ative)suidsafe_mode=medium (ative)
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ras_dump_kdump_on_panic

Chek ras_dump_kdump_on_pani (ative)======================================Title:Ensure kdump is onfigured and runningDesription:This hek examines if kdump is onfigured and running on the system. If kdumpis not running and a system rash ours , rash dump will not be aptured andsystem will not be available for use. Kdump allows the system to ome bakafter rash along with rash dump whih an be used for post -morterm analysis.Exeptions:no_kdump=high (ative)no_kdump_rash =high (ative)
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Chek ras_dump_on_pani (ative)================================Title:Confirm that the dump -on -pani funtion is enabledDesription:With the dump -on -pani funtion enabled , a dump is automatially reated if akernel pani ours. Without this funtion you have to reate a dump yourself.Dumps an only be reated if dump tools and possibly dump devies are inplae.Exeptions:no_dumponf=high (ative )no_kdump=high (ative)no_kdump_dumponf =medium (ative)no_kdump_standalone =low (ative )no_standalone=high (ative)
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Chek ras_pani_on_oops (ative)================================Title:Ensure that pani -on-oops is swithed onDesription:If the Linux instane experienes a kernel oops , the instane an no longer betrusted to work orretly. The pani -on-oops setting ensures that the Linuxinstane is stopped if this ours.Exeptions:no_pani_on_oops =medium (ative )
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sec_tty_root_login

Chek se_tty_root_login (ative)=================================Title:Confirm that root logins are enabled for but restrited to seure terminalsDesription:The login program and the Linux Pluggable Authentiation Modules (PAM)onfiguration restrit root logins to the terminals listed in /et/seuretty.This hek verifies that root logins are enabled for all terminals that areonsidered seure. This hek also verifies that no root logins are permittedon terminals that are onsidered inseure.Root logins on multiple terminals might be helpful in emergeny situations.However , root logins on inseure terminals onstitute a seurity exposure.Exeptions:inseure_enabled =medium (ative )seure_disabled =medium (ative)
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Parameters:inseure_ttys=A blank -separated list of terminals that are onsidered inseure , andfor whih root logins must not be permitted. When speifying terminals ,omit the leading /dev/.An exeption message is issued if any terminal here is also listed in/et/seuretty.Default value is "".seure_ttys=ttyS0 ttyS1 ttyslp0 slp_line0 hv0 hv1 hv2 hv3 hv4 hv5 hv6 hv7A blank -separated list of terminals that are onsidered seure , and forwhih root logins should be permitted. When speifying terminals , omitthe leading /dev/.An exeption message is issued if any terminal listed here is missing in/et/seuretty.Default value is "ttyS0 ttyS1 ttyslp0 slp_line0 hv0 hv1 hv2 hv3hv4 hv5 hv6 hv7".
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sec_users_uid_zero

Chek se_users_uid_zero (ative)=================================Title:Sreen users with superuser privilegesDesription:This hek examines the output of ommand "getent passwd" to identify usernames that run with numerial user ID (UID) 0. These users have superuserprivileges that are onventionally assoiated with user "root".Users with UID 0 and the proesses started by these users an inadvertently ormaliiously disrupt , damage , manipulate , or destroy a system. Generally , UID 0must be assigned sparingly and only to trusted user names. Seurity poliiesoften restrit UID 0 to user name "root".Exeptions:non_root_uid0=medium (ative)Parameters:trusted_superusers =rootA list of user names that are trusted to run as superusers with UID 0.In the list , the user names are separated by blanks .Default value is "root".
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storage_dasd_cdl_part

Chek storage_dasd_dl_part (ative)====================================Title:Identify CDL -formatted DASD where the metadata area is used for storing dataDesription:Compatible Disk Layout (CDL) formatted DASD should have a partition and thepartition should not start before trak 2. Otherwise data orruptions mightour. Also the metadata whih is stored in traks 0 and 1 an be orrupted.Metadata ontains partition tables and volume labels that are required byother operating systems , for example , z/OS. If metadata is orrupted , otheroperating systems might no longer reognize the disk.On CDL formatted devies , the first bloks are formatted with a non -standardblok size. And for what ever the data written , while reading it gives bakonly '0xE5'. The first two traks of CDL DASDs ontain meta -data suh asvolume labels and partition tables. The volume labels are required so that thedisk an be reognized by other operating systems (e.g. z/OS). If these areoverwritten , the disk ontents will no longer be reognized by these operatingsystems.Exeptions:invalid_partition_start=high (ative)no_partition_found =medium (ative)
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storage_dasd_eckd_blksize

Chek storage_dasd_ekd_blksize (ative )========================================Title:Confirm 4K blok size on ECKD DASD deviesDesription:Verify the blok size of low -level formatted ECKD DASD devies. If the bloksize is other than 4096 an exeption is reported. A blok size of 4096 maps tothe default blok size of file systems and typially have a good I/Othroughput.Exeptions:unexpeted_ekd_blok_size=medium (ative)
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storage_dasd_nopav_zvm

Chek storage_dasd_nopav_zvm (ative)=====================================Title:Chek Linux on z/VM for the "nopav" DASD parameterDesription:This hek examines the Linux on z/VM onfiguration for ourrenes of the"nopav" DASD kernel or module parameter. The "nopav" parameter disablesparallel aess volume (PAV and HyperPAV) for Linux in LPAR mode but has noeffet for Linux on z/VM. For Linux on z/VM you annot disable PAV throughLinux settings; onfiguration steps on z/VM are required instead.Exeptions:ineffetive_nopav =low (ative)
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storage_dasd_pav_aliases

Chek storage_dasd_pav_aliases (ative)=======================================Title:Identify ative DASD alias devies without ative base devieDesription:Alias devies without ative base devie affet the system performane andindiate a onfiguration problem. Through the Parallel Aess Volume (PAV)feature , storage systems an represent the same physial disk spae as a basedevie and one or more alias devies. With IBM HyperPAV , an alias an be usedfor any base devie within the same logial subsystem on the storage system.Exeptions:orphaned_alias =medium (ative)
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storage_mp_ineffective

Chek storage_mp_ineffetive (ative)=====================================Title:Identify multipath setups that onsist of a single path onlyDesription:Through a orretly onfigured multipath setup , a Linux instane has two ormore independent onnetions to the same physial storage devie. This pathredundany an be used for load balaning and to maintain availability if oneof the paths fails. Multipath setups with only a single path annot ahieveeither of these goals.Exeptions:single_path=medium (ative)
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storage_mp_path_stateChek storage_mp_path_state (ative)====================================Title:Identify multipath devies with too few available paths or too many failedpathsDesription:Through a orretly onfigured multipath setup , a Linux instane has two ormore independent onnetions to the same physial storage devie. This pathredundany an be used for load balaning and to maintain availability if oneof the paths fails. Multipath setups with an insuffiient number of availablepaths or an exessive number of failed paths might not meet these goals.Exeptions:too_few_available_paths=high (ative)too_many_failed_paths =medium (ative)Parameters:failed_path_limit =1Maximum number of failed hardware paths to be tolerated for a multipathdevie.Default value is "1".remaining_path_limit =2Minimum number of available hardware paths to be required for amultipath devie.Default value is "2".
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tty_console_getty

Chek tty_onsole_getty (ative)================================Title:Spot getty programs on the /dev/onsole devieDesription:In Linux , /dev/onsole is a generi devie node that , depending on theenvironment and setup , is mapped to one of the available terminal devies(TTY). This terminal devie is then represented by its own , speifi devienode and by /dev/onsole. If getty programs are onfigured for both devienodes , they interfere with eah other , so that users annot log in.Exeptions:getty_on_onsole =medium (ative )
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tty_console_log_level

Chek tty_onsole_log_level (ative)====================================Title:Chek for urrent onsole_loglevelDesription:This hek examines if appropriate onsole_loglevel is set. onsole_logleveldetermines the severity of messages that needs to go to the onsole. Ifappropriate onsole_loglevel is not set then the user might miss someimportant messages.Exeptions:low_loglevel=medium (ative)
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Parameters:log_level=4Log level below whih to raise an exeption. Valid values are integersin the range 1 to 8List of log levels are:KERN_EMERG 0 /* system is unusable */KERN_ALERT 1 /* ation must be taken immediately */KERN_CRIT 2 /* ritial onditions */KERN_ERR 3 /* error onditions */KERN_WARNING 4 /* warning onditions */KERN_NOTICE 5 /* normal but signifiant ondition */KERN_INFO 6 /* informational */KERN_DEBUG 7 /*debug -level messages */Default value is "4".
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tty_devnodes

Chek tty_devnodes (ative )===========================Title:Detet terminals with multiple devie nodesDesription:This hek detets terminals that are represented by more than one devienode. If getty programs are onfigured for two devie nodes that both map tothe same terminal , the getty programs interfere with eah other , so that usersannot log in.Exeptions:tty_has_multiple_nodes =medium (ative )
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tty_hvc_iucv

Chek tty_hv_iuv (ative )===========================Title:Confirm that all available z/VM IUCV HVC terminals are enabled for loginsDesription:The z/VM IUCV Hypervisor Console (HVC) devie driver an manage up to eightHVC terminals that an be enabled for user logins. The number of HVC terminalsis speified through a kernel parameter.HVC terminals that are not enabled for logins serve no purpose and annotprovide aess to the Linux instane in emergenies.This hek onfirms that all available HVC terminals are enabled for userlogins.Exeptions:too_few_ttys=low (ative )unused_ttys=medium (ative)Parameters:min_hv_iuv =1Speifies the minimum number of HVC terminal devies that must beavailable. This in an integer number in the range from 1 to 8.Default value is "1".
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tty_idle_terminals

Chek tty_idle_terminals (ative)=================================Title:Identify idle terminalsDesription:Identify terminals on whih users are logged in but are not ative. Eahlogged -in user oupies a terminal that ould be used by another user.Exeptions:idle_ttys=low (ative)
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Parameters:idle_time=1dSpeifies the maximum idle time to be tolerated. Valid values arepositive integers followed by d, h, m, or s for days , hours , minutes , orseonds.If a user exeeds this idle time , an exeption message is issued .Default value is "1d".tty= A blank -separated list of terminals. The hek identifies idle users whoare logged in through the speified terminals. If the list is empty , allterminals are heked.Terminals are speified by their devie node without the leading /dev/.Use an asterisk (*) to math any string of haraters. For example ,"ttyS3 hv*" mathes /dev/ttyS3 , /dev/hv0 , /dev/hv1 , ...Default value is "".
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tty_idle_users

Chek tty_idle_users (ative)=============================Title:Identify idle usersDesription:Identify users who are logged in but are not ative. Eah logged -in useroupies a terminal that ould otherwise be used by another user.Exeptions:idle_users=low (ative)
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tty_idle_users

Parameters:idle_time=1dSpeifies the maximum idle time to be tolerated. Valid values arepositive integers followed by d, h, m, or s for days , hours , minutes , orseonds.If a user exeeds this idle time , an exeption message is issued .Default value is "1d".tty= A blank -separated list of terminals for whih idle users are identified.Terminals are speified by their devie node without the leading /dev/.If the list is empty , all terminals are heked.Default value is "".users=rootA blank -separated list of user IDs for whih the idle times are heked.If the list is empty , all users are heked.Default value is "root".
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tty_usage

Chek tty_usage (ative)========================Title:Identify unused terminals (TTY)Desription:Verify that terminal (TTY) devies are used , for example , by login programs.Terminal devies are intended to provide a user interfae to a Linux instane.Without an assoiated program , a terminal devie does not serve this purpose.Exeptions:unused_ttys=medium (ative)Parameters:exlude_tty=ttyA list of blank -separated terminal devies to be exempt from this hek ,for example , beause they are deliberately unused.Terminals are speified by their devie node without the leading /dev/.Use an asterisk (*) to math any string of haraters. For example ,"ttyS3 hv*" exludes /dev/ttyS3 , /dev/hv0 , /dev/hv1 , ...Default value is "tty".
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zvm_priv_class

Chek zvm_priv_lass (ative)=============================Title:Chek the privilege lasses of the z/VM guest virtual mahine on whih theLinux instane runsDesription:This hek examines the z/VM privilege lasses of the urrent z/VM guestvirtual mahine and ompares them with the permitted privilege lasses. Thepermitted privilege lasses are provided by the permitted_privlass parameter.Higher privilege lasses than the permitted ones might allow operations whihan inadvertently or maliiously affet the seurity and availability of otherz/VM guest virtual mahines running in the same z/VM instane. Generally ,higher privilege lasses should be assigned sparingly and only to trusted z/VMuser IDs.Exeptions:default_privileges_exeeded=medium (ative)running_privileges_exeeded=medium (ative)
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Parameters:hek_for=Currently , DiretoryPrivilege lasses to hek: privilege lasses effetive at run -time(urrently), privilege lasses permanently defined in the user diretory(diretory), or both (urrently , diretory).Default value is "Currently , Diretory".permitted_privlass =GPrivilege lasses permitted for z/VM guest virtual mahines. Validvalues are lists of letters in the range A to Z and integers in therange 1 to 6.Example:ABCD12Default value is "G".
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